FULLY YOURS
Music by Ruben Cortez, Lyrics by Ruben Cortez and Elise Witek. 72 bpm.

Intro 1: (Keyboard and acoustic play E chord, bass and electric play bass notes)

 Instrumental 1: E F#m C#m7 G#m-Am E (hold for 1 measure)

Intro 2:

Verse 1: (E F#m C#m7 B)
From the deepest trenches to the heights of space
All that you created is surrounded by your grace
The only place we belong is in the arms of Christ
In the presence of our Savior Who paid our freedom’s price

Pre-Chorus 1: (F#maj C#m7 B G#m-Am)
We’ll keep the rocks from crying out, we won’t stay silent any more
We’ll join the angels singing praise to our one and only Lord (break)

Chorus:
E F#m
We live in light, Lord, of your empty grave
C#m7 G#m-Am
Over sin that once enslaved us Our Jesus stands victorious
E F#m
You’ve bought us back, and we are fully Yours
C#m7 G#m-Am E (Hold for 1 measure, then Intro 2)

Verse 2:
The cross has dutifully rendered You what’s Yours
To our rightful Owner we have been restored
The darkness has been conquered, our enemy is tamed
We can rejoice in knowing our souls have been reclaimed

Pre-chorus 2:
Now death can never keep us from the One we love ever again
Your kingdom is upon us now and it shall have no end (Chorus, straight into bridge)

Bridge:

Chorus (Band out for first measure, then back in)
Final Chorus (ending on E)
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